• Mesoamerican drought linked to Atlantic variability in climate model simulations.
Introduction
In recent years, much research has focused on clarifying the pattern of late Holocene drought in Mesoamerica. This has largely been motivated by an interest in the cultural implications of drought for pre-Columbian societies (Curtis et al., 1996 , Webster et al., 2007 , Akers et al., 2016 , Medina-Elizalde et al., 2010 , Lachniet et al., 2012 , Kennett et al., 2012 , Bhattacharya et al., 2015 . Records of past drought come from lacustrine proxy records, which are sensitive to precipitation minus evaporation (P-E) ( Fig. 1 , top three panels), or speleothem records that are largely controlled by the amount of annual precipitation ( Fig. 1 , bottom three panels). A robust feature of many of these lake and speleothem proxy records is a dry interval pre-dating or during the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA; 950-1250 CE) ( Fig. 1) ((Mann et al., 2009)). In many cases this interval is one of the driest in the last millennium or several millennia, although several records also indicate drying during the Little Ice Age (LIA;
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2. Download full-size image Fig. 1 . Selected Mesoamerican proxy records to highlight debates about drought timing before and during MCA and LIA. Site names are on the right side of each plot, see text for references. Gray bars identify the MCA and the LIA, as defined by Mann et al. (2009) . On each plot, 'down' indicates drier conditions. See Supplemental Table A .1 for a brief review of each proxy type.
Many authors argue that these proxy records highlight a region-wide interval of drought, and invoke large-scale climate dynamics as a cause of the drying. Some have argued that these droughts represent a southward migration of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), or reductions in the frequency of tropical storms (Medina-Elizalde and Rohling, 2012, Haug et al., 2003) . However, these hypotheses do not elucidate the processes that would shift the ITCZ or change storm frequencies. Modeling studies suggest that anthropogenic deforestation amplified pre-Columbian drought (Oglesby et al., 2010 , Cook et al., 2012 , which is not inconsistent with a large-scale dynamical driver of drought. More recently, Lachniet et al. (2017) suggested that a proxy record in western Mexico is influenced by changes in the North Atlantic as well as the eastern equatorial Pacific. However, this work focuses on a single proxy site and uncertainty remains as to whether there is robust proxy evidence for a spatially coherent time period of regional drying, or whether the proxies record different, non-overlapping dry intervals.
In this paper, we explore the available proxy evidence for droughts in the last 2000 years in Mesoamerica, and undertake several analyses to identify their timing and dynamical origin. We first evaluate whether the proxy evidence for a regionally coherent interval of drying at any point before or during the MCA. given that many proxy records are dated using radiometric techniques with significant age uncertainty, establishing the timing of dry intervals across multiple records is not straightforward. We then use instrumental data and general circulation model (GCM) simulations to explore the dynamics that result in long-term drought in Mesoamerica. We do not explicitly simulate particular drought events. Rather, our approach is to use long, unforced GCM simulations, or control simulations, to study the changes to the atmosphere-ocean system that drive hydroclimate in Mesoamerica. This approach can clarify the processes and mechanisms underlying local hydroclimate variability, helping us generate hypotheses about the causes of past changes. Even if external forcing is responsible for a particular event, our approach using control simulations is valuable because the signal of external forcing must be communicated to local climate through changes in the ocean-atmosphere system. An additional advantage of this approach over simply analyzing the correlation between Mesoamerican rainfall and known climate modes is that our approach can help pinpoint the specific dynamical mechanisms that connect remote regions to Mesoamerica. As a result, it can account for non-stationarity in the teleconnections between Mesoamerican climate and largescale climate modes as well as non-stationarity in these modes themselves.
Background and outline
Mesoamerica, a region on the isthmus joining North and South America, has a strongly seasonal climate. Convective activity peaks from May through October, although many regions feature a mid-summer minimum in precipitation known as the canícula (Giannini et al., 2000) . Dry conditions during boreal winter are associated with the expansion of the North Atlantic Subtropical High (Giannini et al., 2000) . Warm tropical North Atlantic SSTs, southeasterly moisture transport into the Intra-Americas Seas, and the propagation of easterly waves across the Atlantic favor summertime convective activity (Mestas-Nuñez et al., 2007) . Despite this climatic diversity, large-scale climatic modes can produce coherent rainfall anomalies across the region: interannual variability has been strongly linked to the El Niño Southern-Oscillation (ENSO) and the NAO (Giannini et al., 2000 , Magaña et al., 2003 , Mestas-Nuñez et al., 2007 , Méndez and Magaña, 2010 . Interannual variability has also been linked to changes in tropical North Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SSTs) (Wang et al., 2008, Xie and Carton, 2004) . This paper focuses on two major research questions: is there coherent evidence for drying across Mesoamerica at some point between 600 and 1200 CE? Second, what mechanisms are responsible for past dry intervals? To answer these questions, we first review the proxy records from the region to establish the precise interval during which they indicate anomalously dry conditions. Next, we explore the relationship between Mesoamerican climate and major climate modes using instrumental data. The purpose of this analysis is to facilitate a review of what is known about climate variability in this region in the published literature. Finally, the limited length of the observational record and uneven station coverage hinders our ability to quantify the magnitude and precise spatial pattern of past droughts. We therefore use coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (GCMs) to identify the dominant modes of low-frequency climate variability influencing Mesoamerica. We conclude by proposing hypotheses about the dynamical drivers of long-term droughts in Mesoamerica.
Data sources and methods

Analysis of Mesoamerican proxy records
Our first goal is to identify periods during the last two millennia when multiple proxy records show evidence for drying. We identified key records via literature search, and where possible, we obtained the raw lacustrine and speleothemproxy data from available online databases (i.e. NOAA/NCDC) or original papers' supplemental text (Figure A.11) . Our analysis had two components: first, we compiled records that show evidence of a dry interval at some point between 600 and 1200 CE to identify whether there is reasonable evidence that intervals at disparate locations overlap in time. After identifying an interval of widespread drought, we mapped whether proxy sites showed dry, wet, or neutral conditions during that particular interval.
We restricted our analysis to proxy records that cover at least the last 1500-2000 years, have multidecadal to at least sub-centennial sampling resolution, and 5 or more radiocarbon or other dates in the last 2000-year interval. These criteria allow us to ensure that records have sufficient temporal resolutionand chronological precision to capture multidecadal-to centennial-scale dry intervals.
The proxy records included in this synthesis also feature an independent hydroclimate proxy, which allows us to disentangle climatic and anthropogenic activity (i.e. pollen or charcoal, which are often influenced by human activities, is excluded). The majority of sites record changes in total rainfall or precipitation minus evaporation (P-E), with the exception of van Hengstum et al. (2016) and Woodruff et al. (2008) , where coastal sediment sequences provide evidence of hurricanefrequencies. The full suite of sites is included in Figure A .11and Table Appendix A. 
Lacustrine sites
Identifying the timing of drought events in lake records is largely difficult because of their time-uncertain radiocarbon-based chronologies. To overcome some of these difficulties, we included lacustrine sites that had both the raw proxy data and radiocarbon dates available (i.e. the sites included in Fig. 1 ) in a Bayesian analysis of drought timing. This analysis was limited to three sites: Chichancanab, studied by Hodell et al., 2005a al., , Hodell et al., 1995 Punta Laguna, studied by Curtis et al. (1996) ; and Aljojuca, studied by Bhattacharya et al. (2015) . All three sites show significant drying in the time period prior to and during parts of the MCA.
For the three available lake records, we used the Bayesian age modeling program BACON to quantify age uncertainty associated with each proxy record (Blaauw et al., 2011) . The program uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations to propagate the age uncertainty associated with each radiocarbon date through the entire age model. We used all available radiocarbon dates for each site, barring significant age reversals (see Supplemental Figure A .12) . To identify the timing of dry intervals, we transformed proxy values so that lower values indicated dry conditions (i.e. multiplying measurements by −1) and identified the lowest 17th percentile of the data as indicative of significant aridity. This would be equivalent to one standard deviation from the mean if the proxy data were normally distributed. We then used the BACON function 'Events' to quantify the probability of arid conditions at any calendar age covered by the record (Blaauw et al., 2011) . To calculate the composite probability of drought across all proxy sites in a given time interval, we took the product of individual sites' drought probability.
As an assessment of statistical significance, we replaced each lake record with red noise generated with an autoregressive process (AR1), and performed the Bayesian analysis with this simulated data to identify the probability of obtaining drought across all three sites by chance alone. When the probability of drought across the actual proxy records exceeds this threshold, we suggest that this is evidence of a significant interval of drought.
We also qualitatively compare the estimates of the timing of aridity in other radiocarbonbased lake and marine records by plotting the interval when each of these sites shows dry conditions. This offers a rough estimate of the timing of dry conditions across the region, despite age uncertainty influencing each of these sites.
Speleothem records
A distinct feature of many speleothem records is the relatively precise chronology offered by U-Th dating or layer-counting, which is more precise than radiocarbon and often results in absolutely-dated records (Douglas et al., 2016a) . Similarly, the chronology for the Cariaco Basin is anchored by varve counts for the early Holocene, which decreases the age uncertainty in this proxy record (Haug et al., 2003) .
Exploratory analyses suggested that including these records in our Bayesian framework yielded discrete jumps in drought probabilities: inferred drought probability was close to 100% likely in decades the authors identified as representing drought, while close to 0% at other intervals due to the lower age uncertainty associated with the chronologies. This is distinct from radiocarbon-based chronologies, which yield drought probabilities that are more evenly 'smeared'-out over a given time interval. As a result, we quantify drought probabilities at precisely-dated sites by plotting the interval when each of these sites shows dry conditions using a horizontal blue bar, since Bayesian analysis yields nearly identical results for the centennial-scale patterns we identify in this paper.
Other records
We do not consider tree ring records in this analysis, because existing tree rings records from Mesoamerica generally reflect early spring rainfall, and may reflect a distinct climatic signal from that recorded by speleothem and lake records (Stahle et al., 2012) .
We do, however, consider the evidence available from tree ring records when discussing teleconnections between Mesoamerican climate and the large-scale climate system.
Mesoamerican hydroclimate variability in the instrumental record
In this section, we outline what is known about variability in Mesoamerican climate from studies of the instrumental record. To guide our analyses, we focus on studies of major modes of climate variability (e.g. ENSO, NAO, etc) and their impact on the region.
However, our goal in this section is not to suggest that these modes were directly responsible for past hydroclimate changes in Mesoamerica. Rather our goal is to identify the dynamical mechanisms by which these modes influence the climate of Mesoamerica. By identifying these mechanisms, we can generate precise hypotheses about the physical processes that may have been key in driving past droughts.
To guide our analyses, we have plotted the correlation of key climatic modes with annually-averaged instrumental rainfall data, taken from the 0.5° Global Precipitation Climatology Centre's dataset (Schneider et al., 2014b) • The North Atlantic Oscillation, or NAO, is a dominant driver of climate variability over the Atlantic Basin. In its positive phase, it represents an enhancement of the sea level pressure (SLP) gradient between the Icelandic Low and the North Atlantic Subtropical High (NASH) (Hurrell and Deser, 2010) . In its negative phase, it represents a weakening of this gradient. We use the JFM NAO index for correlation with our rainfall data.
• The Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) index captures basin-wide changes in North Atlantic SSTs, and has been linked to hydroclimate changes across the Atlantic Basin, and may have significant interdecadal variabiltiy. We use the unfiltered AMO index as described by Enfield et al. (2001) to illustrate the correlation between this mode and Mesoamerican rainfall.
• While we do not explicitly perform a correlation analysis between the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, a multidecadal oscillation in the Pacific Basin (see Mantua et al. (1997) ), we review literature describing its potential impact on Mesoamerican rainfall.
Our goal with our correlation analysis is to motivate our literature review by pointing out the overall sign of the relationship between each mode and Mesoamerican rainfall. We do not perform significance tests since this is simply an exploratory analysis.
Analysis of low-frequency droughts in GCM simulations
We next consider the dynamical processes that contribute to long-term, multidecadal to centennial scale dry periods as observed in proxy records from the last two millennia across Mesoamerica. Because of temporal limitations of the instrumental record, we rely on GCM control simulations to analyze the processes that produce long-term droughts. Control simulations represent long climate model experiments run without changing external forcing, and they simulate the natural variability of the climate system. Years in the control simulation do not correspond to calendar years. Instead, control simulations offer an indirect method for exploring mechanisms underlying paleoclimate change. These simulations can show the preferred configurations of the larger atmosphere-ocean system associated with regional climate changes, and test the correlations between climatic modes or large-scale features and local conditions. This is distinct from explicitly prescribing changes to a particular mechanism in a 'forced' model experiment. Control simulation-based analyses are critical, because even if external forcing plays a role in particular regional droughts, it must be communicated to particular regions via changes in the large-scale atmosphere ocean system. Our goal is to clarify the large-scale changes associated with lowfrequency Mesoamerican droughts.
We used fields of precipitation, evaporation, SST, SLP, winds, and humidity from a 1200-year pre-industrial control simulation of the Hadley Centre's HadCM3 model (Gordon et al., 2000) , and a 1300-year pre-industrial control simulation of the Community Climate System Model (CCSM4) (Gent et al., 2011) 
in the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) archive. We checked both models to see that they produce a realistic modern climatology over Mesoamerica. In order to analyze regional droughts across in Mesoamerica, we first define a timeseries that captures broad, regional-scale features of hydroclimate variability in Mesoamerica. This is challenging, because the region features a variety of climatic and ecological regimes. To summarize regional variability in both model simulations, we first applied a low-pass Butterworth filter to rainfall data over the land area of Mesoamerica in order to remove sub-decadal variability (<10years) and emphasize multidecadal, lowfrequency changes. We then decomposed this spatiotemporal dataset into fundamental modes of variability, or empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs). EOF analysis is equivalent to principal component analysis, and summarizes the variability in a spatiotemporal dataset by producing a series of orthogonal spatial modes that are linear combinations of the original data. A map of the 'weights' applied to the original data, or the regression of the PC onto local rainfall, helps identify the spatial pattern represented by each EOF timeseries, with grid cells with the same sign co-varying together. Analysis of the associated time series provides information on changes in that mode over time.
We used the time series associated with the first EOF of Mesoamerican rainfall in both CCSM4 and HadCM3 to identify multidecadal droughts. These droughts are defined by at least 20-year periods of below-average scores of EOF1, where the end of a drought is signaled by five or more contiguous positive EOF timeseries values. We choose these long drought intervals for analysis because they likely represent the type of lowfrequency variability recorded by proxies. We analyze the anomalies of SST, specific humidity, and winds associated with these dry intervals in order to elucidate their underlying dynamics.
Results
Analysis of proxy records
Synthesis of Mesoamerican proxy records suggests that there are significant time intervals in the past when records do show coherent evidence of drying. The analysis suggests that 800-1050 CE is a time period of coherent drying across the region, extending across Mesoamerica. Fig. 2a shows the results of our Bayesian analysis of the timing of dry intervals, performed with the three lacustrine records where all data was available. Fig. 2b shows the same lacustrine records where the proxy time series have been replaced with red noise to simulate dry intervals that may occur simply as a result of chance. The analysis performed with red noise data suggests that the composite probability of dry conditions across all lake sites never exceeds 0.3 simply as a result of chance (Fig. 2b ). The analysis with the actual lacustrine proxies shows two significant intervals where probability of composite drought across all three lacustrine sites is greater than 0.3: a period between 400 and 600 CE, and 800 to 1200 CE.
Including the estimates of drought timing from other sites in the literature narrows the latter interval to 800 to 1050 CE (Fig. 2a ).
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2. Download full-size image Fig. 2 . Results of age uncertainty analysis for proxy sites: a) displays drought probabilities in given time intervals for the actual proxy data, with gray bars indicating time periods of significant peaks in composite probability. Age models provided in Supplemental Figure A .12. Estimates of drought timing for sites that do include a drought interval between 600 and 1300 CE are included for key speleothem (blue), marine (green), and lacustrine (red) sites in horizontal bars. See Figure A .11 and Table Appendix A for the site numbers. In the case of the Macal Chasm, estimates of drought timing follow the more recent paper by Akers et al. (2016) . b) indicates the results from simulated, random proxy data showing that the probability of drought across all three sites never exceeds 0.3 by chance alone. See section 2.2. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
To highlight the robustness of this pattern, we plot whether each proxy site shows dry, neutral, or wet conditions between 800 and 1050 CE in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 shows that the majority of proxy sites suggest dry conditions between 800 and 1050 CE. however, show more modest drying at 800 CE and may be missing the earlier portion of the drought due to slow growth. Laguna X'Caamal in the Northern Yucatan does not show dry conditions (Hodell et al., 2005b) , and a record from Guatemala's Peten suggests dry conditions earlier, between 680 and 910 CE (Wahl et al., 2013) . The latter two records' estimates of drought timing, however, may be uncertain because of the radiocarbon-based chronology. A lagoon sediment record from Puerto Rico does not suggest any decrease in tropical storm/hurricane frequencies in this interval (Woodruff et al., 2008) , but a record from the Bahamas shows evidence of suppressed tropical storms (van Hengstum et al., 2016) . In addition, while the 2002 study of Lake Salpeten by Rosenmeier et al. (2002) does not indicate dry conditions, a more recent leaf wax stable isotope study by Douglas et al. (2015) does show anomalously dry conditions. Despite some exceptions, Fig. 3 clearly shows that 10 of 18 sites show robust dry conditions between 800 and 1050 CE, and 13 of 18 sites at least partially dry conditions in this interval, pointing to a robust, widespread signal.
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2. Download full-size image Fig. 3 . As in Fig. 2 , but showing which sites show dry, neutral, or mixed conditions between 800 and 1050 CE. For Lake Salpeten, Rosenmeier et al. (2002) showed neutral conditions, while Douglas et al. (2015) showed evidence of drying using a different proxy. Sites indicated as 'partially dry' (Wahl et al., 2013 , Stansell et al., 2013 , Lachniet et al., 2004 , show dry conditions during multidecadal or centennial periods between 800 and 1050 CE, but not for the majority of the period. See text for more details.
One assumption implicit in our analysis is that lakes and speleothems may reflect similar climatic processes. Lake levelrecords are sensitive to the ratio of precipitation minus evaporation (P-E). In contrast, speleothem records from Central America are generally interpreted in terms of the 'amount effect' with isotope ratios covarying with the amount of annual precipitation . Douglas et al. (2016a) suggest that evaporation and rainfall may show a strong negative correlation, with periods of low rainfall resulting in higher insolation, driving higher evaporation rates. If this is the case, evaporation may act to amplify the climate signal caused by rainfall, with higher evaporation further drying the land surface in times of reduced rainfall. Reanalysis data that incorporates the instrumental record confirms this idea, by showing a strong negative correlation of evaporation with annual precipitation over land areas (Uppala et al., 2005; Supplemental Figure A.13) . The covariance of precipitation and evaporation over land areas suggests it is reasonable to assume that speleothem records, which in general track total precipitation, and lake records, which track P-E, may ultimately record similar climatic signals. Biases that may complicate the ability of individual sites to record climate changes are discussed in section 4.1.
In sum, Fig. 2, Fig. 3 show a widespread dry signal between 800 and 1050 CE, with a few exceptions. We note that all the proxy sites are clustered in southern central America, consisting of the Isthmus of Tehantepec to southern Mexico. This could suggest that the drought signal we observe may reflect processes confined to southern central America, but it is difficult to establish this without more well-dated, high resolution proxy records from northern Mexico.
Mesoamerican hydroclimate variability in the instrumental record
Our exploratory analyses suggest that Atlantic variability results in a dipole of hydroclimate variability in Mesoamerica. We observe a positive correlation between the AMO index and rainfall over southern central America, with an anti-phased correlation in northern Mexico (Fig. 4) . This suggests that on average, warmer conditions across the North Atlantic increase rainfall over Mesoamerica, while the converse is true for cooler conditions. There is support for this idea in the instrumental record and in modeling studies: positive phases of the AMO coincide with an anomalously large Atlantic Warm Pool, creating warm SST anomalies in the northern tropical Atlantic and the IntraAmericas Sea . In modeling studies, warmer SSTs drive increased boundary layer moisture and convective activity over southern central America. A larger Atlantic Warm Pool may also be associated with increased tropical storms . Warm conditions in the tropical Atlantic also decrease the pressure gradient between the Atlantic and Pacific basins and reduce moisture transport into northern Mexico and the Great Plains , Mestas-Nuñez et al., 2007 . Our exploratory analyses suggest that the NAO is negatively correlated with rainfall across much of Mesoamerica, although this correlation is concentrated along the Atlantic coast (Fig. 4) . This coheres with the research of Giannini et al. The ENSO teleconnection acts in a different way. The developing phase of an El Niño can increase the threshold for convection by warming the troposphere and inducing anomalous subsidence. In the decaying phase of an El Niño event, the delayed warming of SSTs may increase rainfall over Mesoamerica. The strength of this latter teleconnection can be influenced by the phase of the NAO. We next contrast these mechanisms with the dynamics responsible for long-term drying in GCM simulations.
Low-frequency droughts in control simulations
EOF analysis reveals that the dominant mode of decadal variability in both models' control simulations represents a dipole of covarying rainfall variability in northern South America, the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, the Yucatan and central Mexico, and anti-phased anomalies in northern Mexico (Fig. 5) . This dipole bears a strong similarity to the pattern associated with Atlantic variability in the instrumental record. In CCSM4, this pattern represents approximately 35% of the variance in the rainfall field, with the boundary between negative and positive anomalies occurring at approximately 18° N. The model, at a 1° resolution, lacks the resolution to resolve detailed hydroclimate patterns on Caribbean islands. In HadCM3, the pattern is nearly identical, apart from the fact that EOF 1 explains 53.6% of the variance in low-pass filtered rainfall in this model. The HadCM3 control simulation is at a 2° resolution, but for the purposes of this analysis we regridded the data to a 1° resolution. While neither model resolves fine-scale patterns on the Caribbean islands, the EOF1 pattern in both models provides a useful method to summarizing the dominant pattern of rainfall variability over Mesoamerica.
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2. Download full-size image Fig. 5 . Spatial pattern of first EOF of low-frequency Mesoamerican rainfall, after masking out ocean areas in CCSM4 and HadCM3 control runs. Models were regridded to 1° resolution. Variance in the rainfall field explained by each EOF displayed on the plot, and units are mm/day of rainfall associated with 1 unit change in PC1.
The low-pass filtered timeseries of the EOF pattern in both models reveal extended periods of dry conditions over Mesoamerica. In CCSM4, PC1 shows six periods of multidecadal drought in southern central America, and in HadCM3, there are five multidecadal dry intervals (Fig. 6) . The regression analysis shown in Fig. 5 shows that a 1 unit reduction in PC1 is associated with 2 mm/day drying in southern central America in both models, which suggests that the 0.4-0.5 PC1 unit reduction in the long drought intervals from Fig. 6 could be associated with a 20-30% reduction in annual rainfall in many regions.
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2. Download full-size image Fig. 6 . Raw timeseries of PC1 (time series of EOF1) for CCSM4 and HadCM3 (black line), and multidecadal filtering (red line). Significant drought intervals meeting criteria outlined in section 2.6 are highlighted in vertical gray bars. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
SST composites associated with these dry intervals show a pattern of cooling in the North Atlantic, with the largest SST anomalies occurring at high latitudes, although negative anomalies propagate into the tropical North Atlantic (Fig. 7) . Negative SST anomalies in the tropical North Atlantic are accompanied by slight warming or neutral conditions in the tropical South Atlantic, creating an interhemispheric gradient of SST.
Both models also show that drought intervals are associated with increases in equatorial Pacific SSTs, the centre of action for the El Niño Southern Oscillation.
However, the SST pattern in the Pacific ocean does not resemble a traditional El Niño, as the SST anomalies are slightly south of the equator in both models, and do not extend up the coast of north America. Interannual rainfall changes in both models are correlated with ENSO events, but that this correlation decays once we analyze only lowfrequency hydroclimate variability (not shown). The congruent results in both HadCM3 and CCSM4 suggest that droughts in Mesoamerica are dynamically related to cooling in the North Atlantic. We next explore the processes that are locally responsible for dry conditions over Mesamerica by analyzing changes in the atmosphere during extended dry intervals.
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2. Download full-size image Fig. 7 . SST composites associated with the multidecadal dry periods highlighted in gray bars in Fig. 6 .
In Fig. 8 , we show the low-level changes in humidity and winds associated with Mesoamerican drought, plotted as composites for the dry intervals in Fig. 6 . Both CCSM4 and HadCM3 control simulations show similar dynamical changes during extended dry intervals over southern central America. In HadCM3, low-level moisture decreases over northern tropical South America and southern central America, most likely in response to the cooling of tropical North Atlantic SSTs (see Fig. 7 ). There are also easterly wind anomalies across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec and much of Mesoamerica. Stronger easterly moisture transport on the western boundary of the Intra-Americas Sea has been linked to increased moisture divergence and decreased precipitation over Mesoamerica (Mestas-Nuñez et al., 2007) . This easterly moisture transport also converges moisture over the eastern Pacific (Fig. 8) . The pattern in CCSM4, although different in magnitude than HadCM3, illustrates the same basic pattern as that found in HadCM3. There is strong drying over southern central America, although in contrast to HadCM3, this drying extends into the eastern Pacific. In northern Mexico, at approximately 28° N, we see increased moisture convergence over the land area and especially in the eastern Pacific. These changes are also accompanied by easterly wind anomalies over southern central America (Fig. 8) . As in HadCM3, these easterly anomalies likely contribute to moisture divergence over the Intra-Americas Sea and southern central America.
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2. Download full-size image Fig. 8 . Composite plot of low-level humidity and 850 mb winds in m/s associated with the multidecadal dry periods highlighted in gray bars in Fig. 6 . For HadCM3, surface humidity fields were used because atmospheric humidity fields were unavailable.
Absolute values of humidity and wind vectors are different for each model, to account for the different mean climatology and variability simulated by each model.
Results reveal that the fundamental dynamics associated with droughts are similar in both CCSM4 and HadCM3: cooling in the north Atlantic reduces evaporation and boundary layer moisture over southern central America. In tandem, stronger easterly winds increase moisture divergence in southern central America while increasing moisture transport to northern Mexico or the eastern Pacific. These winds likely also further contribute to cooling as a result of the wind-evaporation-SST feedback (Xie and Carton, 2004) . This overall pattern explains the dipole pattern seen in EOF1 of both models, and we also note the similarity of this pattern to the dynamics associated with the negative phase of the AMO and the positive phase of the NAO (see section 3.2).
To diagnose the mechanisms behind local changes over Mesoamerica, we plot composites of sea level pressure (SLP) associated with the droughts in Fig. 6 . SLP Composites show that both models associate central American drying with higher SLP over the western North Atlantic, suggesting an increase in the strength of the North Atlantic Subtropical High, or NASH (Fig. 9) . Differences in the SLP composites between the model simulations suggests that there are multiple drivers of Atlantic SLP changes.
In HadCM3, we note a wave-like pattern from the Northern Pacific to the Atlantic sector that may be related to tropical Pacific convection, which is absent in CCSM4. HadCM3 does not show evidence of a traditional NAO-like mode, as there is anomalously high pressure over polar regions (Fig. 9) . In contrast, CCSM4 contains a positive NAO-like dipole in SLP between the high latitudes and low latitudes in the north Atlantic, extending into Eurasia and North Africa. This pattern is reminiscent of SLP anomalies associated with the Northern Annular Mode . It also echoes results from model experiments that cool the North Atlantic, resulting in the advection of cool, dry air downstream into Eurasia, decreasing temperatures and increasing SLP (Liu and Chiang, 2012).
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2. Download full-size image Fig. 9 . Composite plot of SLP associated with the multidecadal dry periods (see Fig. 6 ). Note scale changes between both models' SLP plots. 4 An interesting feature of the proxy records shown in Fig. 2 is that not all sites show exactly the same interval of drying: some records feature several dry intervals between 800 and 1050 CE, whereas others record a continuous dry interval. This could reflect unique features of each proxy record and proxy system. Sampling resolution can influence the timescale of climate events resolved in a proxy record; more finely sampled records may capture higher frequency climate variability than those sampled at a coarse resolution. In addition, the proxy system itself may act as a filter, helping to amplify or add low-frequency variability to the climate signal: for lake basins, basin size, morphology, and vegetation covercan all influence the time it takes for a lake to respond to a given climate forcing, as well as the magnitude of the system's response. Similarly, different cave systems may have different residence times of groundwater in the epikarst system, introducing different levels of 'smoothing' the climate signal recorded by speleothems (Douglas et al., 2016a) . This suggests that even interannual or multidecadal droughts in the climate system might ultimately register as centennialscale dry conditions in individual proxy records. Several authors have noted that proxy records from Mesoamerica contain millennial scale variability that may not be recorded in model simulations (Douglas et al., 2016b; for example, see Fensterer et al., 2012) .
Systematic analysis of this low-frequency climatic variability is beyond the scope of the current paper, especially given that the control simulations we analyze are only 1200-could begin to elucidate the causes of this millennial scale variability.
Process-based models of individual lake or cave systems can help identify the type of climate forcing recorded in paleoclimatic records. This modeling work is beyond the scope of the present study, but previous efforts at these proxy forward models has revealed interesting results. Lake levelmodels implemented by Medina-Elizalde and Rohling (2012)suggest that a 25-40% reduction in annual rainfall is necessary to produce the observed proxy excursions observed during the early MCA in the Punta Laguna and Chichancanab records. Further work with forward models can pinpoint the magnitude and duration of the climatic perturbations required to produce the observed late Holocene proxy record across Mesoamerica.
Atlantic role in Mesoamerican drought
Our analysis of instrumental data and two GCMs supports a connection between Mesoamerican droughts and North Atlantic climate variability. Exploratory correlations between the AMO and NAO and Mesoamerican rainfall shows a dipole pattern, where southern central America get drier and northern Mexico gets wetter as tropical Atlantic SSTs warm (Fig. 4) . This pattern is remarkably similar to the dipole pattern observed in EOF1 of both HadCM3 and CCSM4 control simulations, which is ultimately linked to changes in boundary layer moisture over Mesoamerica (Fig. 8) . This pattern is the dominant EOF of both control simulations, and regression of PC1 onto rainfall data suggests that each models' PC is associated with significant changes in annual rainfall in southern central America (Fig. 5, Fig. 6 ). Composite plots of SLP and SST in both models show strong, uniformly negative SST anomalies across the North Atlantic and higher pressure in the western North Atlantic associated with dry periods defined by EOF1 (Fig. 7, Fig. 9 ).
SST anomalies may be linked to, but not entirely driven by, changes in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation, or AMOC. Knight et al. (2005) found that AMOC variations in an unforced control simulation of HadCM3 were linked with AMO-like SST changes over the North Atlantic. AMOC variability in HadCM3 has been linked in turn to the NAO and ENSO (Vellinga and Wu, 2004) . Similarly, in CCSM4 previous research has shown that AMOC variability drives changes in North Atlantic SSTs, although variability in other climatic modes, like the NAO, or external forcing may drive AMOC variations (Danabasoglu et al., 2012 , Cheng et al., 2013 . To explore this link, we plotted the AMOC index and compared it to the time periods of extended drought in CCSM4, defined as the annual mean maximum of the zonal mean meridional overturning streamfunction at 30° N (Cheng et al., 2013). We were unable to perform this analysis for HadCM3, as the meridional overturning streamfunction was unavailable for the HadCM3 control simulation used for the other analyses in this paper. In Fig. 10 , we see that periods of extended drought are related to decreases in AMOC strength, but that this relationship is non-linear, with larger AMOC decreases not necessarily corresponding to stronger drying over Mesoamerica. In addition, not all decreases in the AMOC are related to Mesoamerican dry intervals. This suggests that other factors may be play in driving droughts.
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2. Download full-size image Fig. 10 . Comparison of the timing of the multidecadal dry periods in Fig. 6 to the AMOC index in the same model simulation. We exclude the first 200 years of the AMOC index, as the AMOC is artificially high at the beginning of the run.
One robust feature of drought in both model simulations is the concentration of high pressure over the western North Atlantic (Fig. 9) . The similarity of this feature reinforces the idea that strengthened trade winds over the Caribbean play a major role in Mesoamerican dry intervals by cooling SSTs and increasing moisture divergence.
However, the dissimilarity of other features of each models' composite plots suggests that there are potentially many ways to drive SLP changes in the western North Atlantic.
Neither model's SST composites look like an SST tripole associated with the NAO, although the SLP pattern in CCSM4 could suggest a more positive NAO-like feature (Deser et al., 2010) . Neither model agrees on the pattern of overall SLP pattern:
HadCM3 shows a PNA-like pattern, whereas CCSM4 shows an overall decrease in SLP in the mid-latitudes, especially over the Atlantic Basin (Fig. 9) . This reinforces the idea that a variety of mechanisms can strengthen the NASH and SLP in the western North Atlantic, which could include remote tropical convection (Rodwell and Hoskins, 2001 ). Stahle et al. (2012) argue that past multidecadal intervals of drought may be more tightly coupled to changes in North Atlantic SST anomalies.
While several authors have linked changes in past Mesoamerican drought in part to changes in ENSO, especially during the late Holocene (Lane et al., 2014 , Lachniet et al., 2017 , Wahl et al., 2014 , our results are equivocal about the role of ENSO. We observe a slight warming in the eastern Pacific in both drought composites, these changes are not a typical El Niño -like pattern, and are slightly south of the equator (Fig. 7) rather than on the equator. The SLP patterns in HadCM3 suggest a wave-like pattern reminiscent of the PNA pattern that is often associated with ENSO, but this pattern is absent in the CCSM4 (Fig. 9) . Rather, the common feature of both simulations are focused in the North Atlantic, suggesting that in both models, processes in the Atlantic are the dominant drivers of long-term drought. Observational data suggests that tropical SSTs and the mean position of the ITCZ are tightly coupled. Anomalous cooling of one hemisphere results in an ITCZ shift towards the warmer hemisphere, because the ITCZ compensates for changes in crossequatorial oceanic energy transport by transporting energy to the warmer hemisphere (Schneider et al., 2014a , Chiang and Friedman, 2012 , Xie and Carton, 2004 . A southward shift in the ITCZ can reinforce cooling in the northern hemisphere by inducing low cloud cover and stronger easterly winds that cool tropical SSTs (Xie and Carton, 2004) . Even modest cooling of tropical North Atlantic SSTs can induce drying in Mesoamerica by reducing boundary layer moisture and enhancing moisture divergence (Knight et al., 2006, Xie and Carton, 2004) . This suggests that Mesoamerican rainfall is linked to shifts in the ITCZ, although the dynamical processes directly responsible for rainfall variability over Mesoamerica are separate. We next consider what mechanisms of internal climate variability or external forcing could have driven the observed dry intervals.
External forcing and other drivers of drought
Previous research has implicated both external forcing and internal climate variability in driving Mesoamerican drought. Hodell et al. (2001) attributed late Holocene centennialscale changes in hydroclimate on the Yucatan Peninsula to changes in solar activity. This explanation is however, inadequate for several reasons: for the time period of coherent drying between 800 and 1050 CE identified in this paper, changes in solar output, and indeed the total change in external climate forcing, is quite small in existing reconstructions , Schmidt et al., 2012 . Even if external forcing plays a role, we emphasize that it must be communicated to the climate system via changes in the coupled atmosphere-ocean system, and is therefore most likely to manifest as a change in a known mode of climate variability, or some identifiable dynamical change in the climate system.
A recently published volcanic forcing dataset by Sigl et al. (2015) identifies significant volcanic eruptions in the past 2500 years, and reveals that the period between 800 and 1100 CE may be characterized by increased volcanic activity in the Northern
Hemisphere as compared to the Southern Hemisphere. If this is the case, we hypothesize that it could create an anomalous inter-hemispheric temperature gradient that could trigger an ITCZ shift, cooling in the tropical North Atlantic, and creating the drought pattern associate with both models' EOF1. Further study, however, is necessary to formally investigate this hypothesis.
In addition to large-scale dynamical drivers of hydroclimate, two modeling studies suggest that anthropogenic deforestationat the hands of the Maya and other preColumbian peoples may have amplified drought in the Maya lowlands (Oglesby et al., 2010 , Cook et al., 2012 . Elucidating the importance of land surface changes in paleoclimate requires detailed, accurate reconstruction of population density and land use. This local mechanism could likely have acted in concert with large-scale dynamical changes in the North Atlantic to amplify local droughts. 4.5. Proxy evidence for ocean-atmosphere changes at 800-1050 CE In this section, we examine evidence for changes in SSTs and other regions' hydroclimate that may provide clues about the causes of changes in Mesoamerican climate between 800 and 1050 CE. Identifying coherent spatiotemporal changes in ocean data is not straightforward. First, many paleooceanographic records are also dated using radiocarbon, introducing significant uncertainty into estimates of event timing. Error in the reservoir effect alone can introduce centennial-scale uncertainties into age models. Second, the uneven coverage of records makes it difficult to identify spatially coherent changes. Low sampling resolution in some records can also hinder researchers' ability to pinpoint intervals of change.
Despite these uncertainties, oceanic records do offer some evidence for changes between 800 and 1050 CE in the North Atlantic and strongly teleconnected regions. An SST record from the Cariaco Basin shows an interval of cool surface temperatures and warming subsurface temperatures between 600 and 900 CE (Figure A.15) . This could reflect a slowdown in the AMOC, or indicate stronger easterly winds that drive stronger tropical upwelling . These easterly winds could be driven by a stronger subtropical high or a southward shifted ITCZ. Records from the northern Gulf of Mexico show modern SSTs at 800 CE, although the interval between 700 and 1100 CE is punctuated by two intervals of reduced SSTs between 750 and 900 CE and after 1000 CE ( Reconstructions of ocean dynamics associated with the AMOC generally show little change, although a record just north of Iceland suggests a depression in Atlantic Water incursion between 900 and 1100 CE , Spielhagen et al., 2011 , Wanamaker et al., 2012 . Oceanic reconstructions are therefore equivocal about north Atlantic conditions between 800 and 1050 CE, especially given the sparse coverage of available records.
Few NAO reconstructions extend back to 800 CE, but several reconstructions suggest positive conditions between 800 and 1200 CE, which would be associated with a stronger NASH (Faust et al., 2016 , Baker et al., 2015 , Wassenburg et al., 2013 although individual proxies place this low-stand at slightly different time intervals (Shanahan et al., 2009 ). This drying is at the same time as we observe anomalous dry conditions across Mesoamerica, lending support to the idea that a change in the North Atlantic might have driven drying in both these teleconnected regions.
While we only find limited evidence for a linkage between multidecadal drought and ENSO in our GCM experiments, the instrumental record suggests that ENSO plays a strong role in the high-frequency, interannual variability of Central American climate, with warming in the eastern equatorial Pacific driving drying. Available proxy evidence does not support warming in the eastern equatorial Pacific between 800 and 1050 CE: several ENSO reconstructions lack the dating precision to pinpoint changes between 800 and 1050 CE (Moy et al., 2002 , Conroy et al., 2008 . While one record suggests warmth in the EEP between 900 and 1150 CE, this radiocarbon-dated record is timeuncertain (Rustic et al., 2015) , and a composite coral record suggests anomalously cool EEP conditions . A new geochemical record from the Galapagos suggests dry conditions between 800 and 1100 CE, which could be indicative of La Niña like conditions or a northward shifted ITCZ (Atwood and Sachs, 2014). This evidence is at odds with the idea that warm ENSO events drove Mesoamerican drought between 800 and 1050 CE.
Conclusions and future directions
A variety of proxy records from Mesoamerica show evidence of severe drying towards the end of the first millennium CE. These droughts have been implicated in significant pre-Columbian social disruptions, and a variety of mechanisms have been proposed to explain these droughts, including shifts in the Atlantic ITCZ, ENSO, and changes in local deforestation. Using Bayesian age modeling methods and a synthesis of available proxy records, we present evidence that there is robust evidence of drying across proxy records from 800 to 1050 CE, prior to and during the very early part of the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA).
Several lines of evidence lead us to suggest that Atlantic variability may be implicated in past Mesoamerican droughts, especially the dry interval between 800 and 1050 CE. 
